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winning the game requires strategy. in this game, players will need to get as many gems as possible.
collecting gems in the different levels can let you access more and more levels. there’s also a daily reward

prize inside of the game for winning players. on the other hand, players must gather gems fast in order to get
to the next levels and advance quickly in the game. the more levels you advance, the more gems you can get.
your goals in this game include winning the levels, collect and unlock new powers, and rewards that you can
enjoy once you beat the game. taphouse 2: the taphousening is the first title in the taphouse series on vr. the
taphousening is an adventure game where the player will move through the town of taphouse, help save the
world, and prepare to pack their bags. the secondary use of champlain's work was to contribute data to the

project's planning and development. for example, adding to the complex menu of materials accessible in the
game is a2's ability to construct biological viruses. to enable this, the team created a high-fidelity, 3d model of

human respiratory and circulatory systems. this made designing maps significantly easier, as they could
accurately predict how materials would behave in various situations. their ability to "print" structures, which is
to say, construct them with the same material as they would in the real world, was a big help too, as it enabled

the team to check whether items they printed in the game would fit in one another. the results of the one-
hundred-plus-hour development process bear out champlain's original hope. the final version is just as

engaging as the original title, with graphics that are more detailed than the original's are and an open, living
space that's more in tune with today's vr designs. all that was missing were the multi-user elements that were

originally planned, which would have allowed you to share resources, and maybe even fight each other.
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